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Dimensions and Operation Range

The power system of ZD160 series bulldozer is equipped with WEICHAI WD10G178E25 turbocharged engine. With fuel consumption reduced by 20%- 25%, the environ-
mentally friendly engine features high reliability, energy-saving performance and less noise. Working together with an advanced driveline, it provides advanced power 
matching and high rated power. Precise and reliable electronic monitoring system enables operators to know the equipment operation condition in real time. 

According to different working conditions and environments of bulldozers, work equipment like straight-tilt blade, U-blade, sanitation blade, angle blade and winch can 
be equipped. Falling object protective structure (FOPS) and roll-over protective structure (ROPS) are optional. In addition, air conditioning system, centralized lubrication 
system, engine cold start device and automatic track tensioning device are available to meet different users' demands. This bulldozer is widely used at the construction 
sites of energy, transportation, construction, municipal engineering irrigation and water conservancy, and in the construction areas of mountains or forests.

ZD160 (L)-3 bulldozer for cold area is provided with intake preheater, engine with integrated fuel filtering pumping and preheating unit, cab with double-glazed window, 
heater, large-capacity battery resistant to low temperature and seals of cold-resistant materials. It can work in -35℃ low-temperature environment.

ZD160-3 bulldozer for hot area is equipped with air conditioning system and water tank specially designed for desert areas. The UV protective film for cab window and 
UV protective layer for hose are optional. It can work in about 50℃ high-temperature environment.

ZD160S (H)-3 bulldozer is equipped with large-capacity R-blade. Boasting extremely high operation efficiency, it is specially developed to handle loose materials with 
lower shoveling density and larger individual volume.

ZD160TF-3 bulldozer is provided with semi-rigid suspension system and mechanical driveline. It is also equipped with a six-post roll-over protective structure (ROPS) 
and hydraulic or mechanical winch to satisfy the work requirements in forest exploitation areas.

ZD160T-3 bulldozer is the upgrade product of ZD160. It is provided with a semi-rigid suspension system and mechanical driveline. The mechanical driveline features high 
reliability, easy maintenance, high drive efficiency, low fuel consumption and high production efficiency.

ZD160TS(H)-3 is a mechanical swamp bulldozer equipped with large-capacity blade specially designed for shoveling loose materials and swamp track shoes. It is an ideal 
machine for landfilling and stacking operations in wasteyard.

ZD160TC (H)-3 is a new crawler-type mechanical swamp bulldozer developed based on ZD160T-3. It is economical and highly reliable with tiny ground contact pressure. 
It can work on rather soft and muddy soil that normal bulldozers are unable to enter. Therefore, it is a necessity for special working conditions like tidal flats, swamps and 
bogs.
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